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Abstract. This chapter shows Stitch Fix’s industry case as an applied
fashion application in cognitive cities. Fashion goes hand in hand with
the economic development of better methods in smart and cognitive
cities, leisure activities and consumption. However, extracting knowledge
and actionable insights from fashion data still presents challenges due to
the intrinsic subjectivity needed to effectively model the domain. Fashion ontologies help address this, but most existing such ontologies are
“clothing” ontologies, which consider only the physical attributes of garments or people and often model subjective judgements only as opaque
categorizations of entities. We address this by proposing a supplementary
ontological approach in the fashion domain based on subjective influence
networks. We enumerate a set of use cases this approach is intended to
address and discuss possible classes of prediction questions and machine
learning experiments that could be executed to validate or refute the
model. We also present a case study on business models and monetization strategies for digital fashion, a domain that is fast-changing and
gaining the battle in the digital domain.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Cognitive cities and the Fashion domain
Cognitive computing aims at improving the quality of life in cities, especially
aiding in decision-making, handling linguistic information - which is usually imprecise and developing applications towards achieving Smart Cities [8].
This chapter shows a use case beyond the cognitive cities, through a case on
cognitive–cultural capitalism emanating from the new urbanism [18]. Because
creativity is a concept whose time has come in economic and urban geography,
and because much existing research on creative cities fails adequately to recognize
that interdependent processes of learning, creativity and innovation are situated
within concrete fields of social relationships [18], we show a use case where data

